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Why am I here to talk about it and 
why should you listen to me??

List 5 things on a sheet



Structure

•You as a leader

• Fortune 500

•Top Management Teams

•Habits, thumb rules

•The best top management companies in the US

•As you Leave this room

• Summary



The average tenure of a 
Fortune 500 CEO is 4 years, in 
India it is between 4-5 years.

What does this mean for 
you?



1.Don’t take your career for granted. Be relevant.

2. Don’t take your reputation for granted. 
Constantly add to your reputation.

3. You have to belong to this team, before you 
belong anywhere else.



You are the 
BOSS.. At your 
level in order..

1. Adaptability
2. Dealing with Ambiguity
3. Being Innovative/Thinking out of 

the box
4. Quick learning
5. High EQ

Source : Executive Access Report-Namrata Singh TOI article to be published this 
week



The No 500 on the Fortune Global 500 list has a 
revenue of $24 Billion. One day Dr. Reddy’s will 
get there, when, and what will this team do to 

advance the company on that journey?



What unites this team(all 
of you in the room)?



Culture

Developing talent Professional etiquette
The respect for the 

founders

Sharing talent

Share price The CEO







Top Management 
Teams



A top 
management 
team is a group of 
individuals who 
share office space!

Agree or 
disagree??



Top 
management 
teams meet 
once a month to 
fight for limited 
resources.

Agree or 
disagree?





My experience with top management teams

1. They have a common objective till they don’t have one.

2. An agenda item is an agenda item till it impacts them.

3. They rarely assume best intent in the other person.

4. They are rarely present in the room, they have low 
attention spans as a group.

5. They don’t give options to the leader, they want him to 
decide.



The Top 10 Top Management Teams in USA

Rank and Company Why regarded as a top management team

1.Dynatrec Approachable, Inclusive, Innovative, Growth focused

2. Hubspot Care about personal and professional growth of people

3. Google Humble, Inspiring people

4. Microsoft Thoughtful group, very trustworthy people

5.Uipath Fastest growth enterprise software company

6.Workfront Qualified, Intelligent, Passionate, Take feedback

7.Insight Global Shared Values, here to serve , there for each other

8.T Mobile Emphasize company goals, clear objectives, support my personal goals

9.Linked In Doers, don’t delegate and forget, they help when needed

10. Delta Airlines Vision, Unique approach, profitability, high on customer satisfaction



Thumb rules, Habits

Rules, habits

1. All for one , one for all

2. Colleagues, customers, community

3. 60 % agreement, 100 % commitment

4. What’s discussed in the room stays in the room

5. Loyalty to company vs loyalty to me



Process

Cost

Speed

Growth



Process vs Cost

Hi process

Lo process

Hi CostLo cost



Growth vs Cost

Hi Growth

Lo Growth

Hi CostLo cost



Strategy vs Execution

Clear Strategy

Unclear Strategy

Good executionPoor Execution



No big company has beaten a small 
company in the last decade, a fast 
company has beaten a slow company.



5 Things





Summary


